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Learning Russian wasn’t so easy and fun before! It is scientifically proven and checked many

times. I have excellent news for Russian learners. You are in the right place and at the right

time! It’s my pleasure to share with you a technique that may help a lot with improving Russian

vocabulary and its circulating in your long-term memory.You can only regret that you have not

used this technique before. Because it works, it really works!Quick learning method is used,

based on opening hidden brains skills and capability of our memory to quickly hook and when

necessary to instantly recall information prepared by special way.No cheating, no kidding, and

no magic. Just approved scientific approach using effective mnemonics. Tested in practice

countless times.I invite you to increase your level of Russian tremendously – you can catch a

single word spending just a couple of minutes.Here is how to memorize easily Russian version

of English word “Orange (fruit)”.Learned words from this, previous and future booklets will be

with you forever or at least for decades. Whether you like it or not ))). Your memory will say you,

“Thank you, master!” And you will just enjoy the effect of appearing words learned by the

method. That’s truth. Even if you are the whole zero in Russian. No grammar, no boring rules,

just rapid improving your vocabulary in the Russian language.What is a mnemonic? Actually

this is a kind of a memory aid, is a tool that very helps you to memorize a word or phrase via

relatable associations.I say you one more thing – grammar doesn't make sense without

vocabulary. Of course, grammar is pretty important, but just imagine which way is it more

convenient to talk with a native Russian – having just good knowledge of grammar with lack of

words or having good vocabulary with poor grammar?When I faced this memory improving

technique for the first time around a year ago, you know, I was shocked and felt so regretful

letting all these years of my learning English as foreign language pass by. All these years of

study the English language were difficult, at least not easy, but could be pretty much easier if

somebody said me about this method.I just cannot believe that I made an incredible effort and

wasted tons of my hours while I could spend my time more effective. Why so? Why they did not

say about this nice way in schools, at universities?Although I have heard maybe ten years ago

about so called the polyglot’s method of even the spy’s method of learning English I always

thought that this is just a way to attract people to sell them expensive language

courses.Anyway, even now this approach based on mnemonics and relatable associations is

not common in use as a school, or college, or university learning method.So you decide

whether you are going to repeat my mistake or not.Let me drop a couple of words about

myself.I'm a native Russian tutor with PhD degree who is a writer and a scientist at the same

time.My teaching experience is more than 15 years.Well, look, maybe my English is not as

good as yours, but my Russian is just excellent, and I’d like to share with you the best of my

experience.This booklet is the fifty second brochure of the whole series of ones I have

prepared for you and running to publish soon. The number “fifty two” means that you have

already learned fifty one words. And not just have learned, but fixed them in your memory

forever. These results are confirmed by numerous scientific studies conducted in different

countries of the world.I love each of these words and way to remember them, I hope, as much

as you do. There are many interesting and useful words ahead of you, which I am sure you will

also quickly and, most importantly, remember for a long time.Enjoy reading, learning and

memorizing a word presented. Do not hesitate to ask me anything. You easily can find me on

facebook searching by name (Albert Zaynullin), location (Ufa city, Russia) and picture.



Author of the booklet,Native Russian tutor with PhD degree,Writer and scientist,Teaching

experience is more than 15 years As it was mentioned above this booklet is just one of very

little pieces of a whole series of hundreds of words I have prepared for you. I am going to share

with you words, which are common in use, not rare. It will be helpful for using your vocabulary

in practice. During forming your vocabulary, especially when it is not very large, it does not

make much sense to learn rarely used words or words from specific areas.Now let’s begin

learning process by following one small but very important advice of how to use mnemonics

effectively.After reading the text provided do these simple things:1) lift your eyes up to a ceiling

and imagine full colored picture of read material with as more details as possible;2) repeat

clearly and quite loudly at least three times a word/phrase that you just have learned. Now we

shall learn how to say “Orange (fruit)” in Russian. As well known, people just love to sing, and

some even do it very good. Some birds and animals sing as well. Even insects sing.

Sometimes the wind sings, as do both the sea and the ocean. Also trees in the taiga and

stones in the mountains sing their songs. Everyone and everything seems to be singing. What

are their songs about? The songs are about very different and important things. For example,

about love. Yes, love is all around.Probably, not many people know this, but some fruits also

sing. Imagine a huge music hall with a large tall stage where artists usually perform. Music is

playing, the stage is illuminated with different lights, a famous group of songstresses

is due to perform soon. It's a full house tonight, there are no empty seats. The whole

atmosphere in the hall is saturated with a fresh and delicious apple smell.Finally, to deafening

applause, dark red apples (who are definitely female singers) appear on the scene, or rather

they roll out and begin to sing. Have you ever seen female singing apples? If not, then here you

are, take a look. They have elegant legs and arms. The whole hall howled with delight and the

crowd exclaimed, “Looky there! What are beautiful fruits!!!” Need to say there are different

spectators-fruits like apples, pears, oranges, bananas, and others in the hall.
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